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Conditions for the vanishing of the genus-2 G-function
Xiaobo Liu ∗, Xin Wang †
Abstract
In this paper we give some sufficient conditions for the vanishing of the genus-2
G-function, which was introduced by B. Dubrovin, S. Liu and Y. Zhang in [DLZ].
As a corollary we prove their conjecture for the vanishing of the genus-2 G-function
for ADE singularities.
In this paper, we study properties of the genus-2 potential function F2 for semisimple
Frobenius manifolds. In [DZ], Dubrovin and Zhang proved that higher genus potential
functions can be uniquely constructed from the Virasoro constraints and the genus-0
potential function for semisimple Frobenius manifolds . They also gave an explicit formula
for F2 for semisimple Frobenius manifolds under the assumption of the genus-2 Virasoro
conjecture. In [L07], by studying genus-2 topological recursion relations for Gromov-
Witten invariants, the first author of this paper obtained a much simpler formula of F2
in terms of genus-0 Gromov-Witten invariants for compact symplectic manifolds with
semisimple quantum cohomology, and proved the genus-2 Virasoro conjecture using this
formula. Since the proofs of [L07] only used universal equations for Gromov-Witten
invariants which was obtained from the splitting principle and relations in the tautological
rings of moduli spaces of stable curves, the formula found in [L07] holds for the genus-2
generating functions of descendant invariants of any semisimple cohomological field theory.
Both formulas in [DZ] and [L07] used canonical coordinates for semisimple Frobenius
manifolds (or a generalization of canonical coordinates for the big phase space of the
Frobenius manifolds). Since geometric invariants for cohomological field theories usually
appear as coefficients of the formal power series representations of potential functions in
terms of flat coordinates, it is desirable to have a formula for F2 purely in terms of flat
coordinates.
Recently in [DLZ], B. Dubrovin, S. Liu and Y. Zhang decomposed F2 as a summation
of two functions:
F2 = F
′
2 +G
(2) (1)
where the first part F ′2 can be expressed purely in terms of flat coordinates, and the second
part G(2), called the genus-2 G-function, still depends on the canonical coordinates.
∗Research of the first author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-0905227, NSFC Tianyuan
special fund 11226027, SRFDP grant 20120001110051, and Peking University 985 fund.
†Research of the second author was partially supported by SRFDP grant 20120001110051.
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An explicit formula for the genus-2 G-function can be found in Appendix A. We will not
define F ′2 since most part of this paper does not need this function. Interested readers are
referred to [DLZ] for the exact form of F ′2. It is an interesting problem to find conditions
under which the genus-2 G-function vanishes, i.e. G(2) = 0. In such cases, we will have a
formula for F2 completely expressed in terms of flat coordinates.
The main purpose of this paper is to give a set of geometric conditions which force
the vanishing of the genus-2 G-function. Let (H, η,Λ) be a cohomological field theory of
rank N , where H is an N-dimensional vector space with a nondegenerate paring η and
Λ := {Λg,n} are n-linearH•(Mg,n)-valued forms onH, i.e. Λg,n ∈ Hom(H
⊗
n, H•(Mg,n)),
satisfying the axioms of cohomological field theory(cf: [KM]). Let {γ1, γ2, ..., γN} be a
fixed basis ofH, and ηαβ entries for the inverse of the matrix of η in this basis. We will use
ηαβ to raise indices, for example γα =
∑
β η
αβγβ for any α. Let 〈 τn1(γα1) · · · τnk(γαk) 〉g be
genus-g descendant invariants of the cohomological field theory determined by Λ. We will
identify τ0(γα) with γα and call 〈 γα1 · · · γαk 〉g primary invariants. The genus-0 primary
invariants of a cohomological field theory defines a Frobenius manifold structure on H.
Consider the following three conditions:
(C1)
∑
α,β
〈
γαγ
αγβγ
βγα1 · · · γαk
〉
0
= 0,
(C2) 〈 γα1 · · · γαk 〉1 = 0,
(C3) 〈 γα1 · · · γαk 〉2 = 0 and 〈 τ1(γα1)γα2 · · · γαk 〉2 = 0,
for all α1, · · ·, αk, k ≥ 1. Condition (C1) is inspired by Lemma 2.5 in [DLZ]. The relation
between this condition and Lemma 2.5 in [DLZ] will be explained in Section 3. The
proof of Lemma 2.5 in [DLZ] for ADE singularities was quite complicated and was done
via case by case study (cf. Section 3.1 to Section 3.4 in [DLZ]). We will give a unified
and much simpler proof of this lemma in Section 3 (cf. Remark 3.3). By the genus-1
constitutive relation of Dijkgraaf and Witten, the genus-1 generating function F1 can be
written as a sum of a genus-0 function together with a function which still depends on
genus-1 primary invariants (cf. [DW]). The latter part of this decomposition was called
the genus-1 G-function by Dubrovin and Zhang. Condition (C2) is equivalent to that
the genus-1 G-function is equal to a constant. The first part of the condition (C3) is a
necessary condition for the vanishing of genus-2 G-function since the restriction of F ′2 to
the small phase space (i.e. H) is zero. Under the assumption of condition (C2), it can
be shown that the second part of condition (C3) is also a necessary condition for the
vanishing of genus-2 G-function due to the string equation. The main result of this paper
is the following
Theorem 0.1 For any semisimple cohomological field theory satisfying conditions (C1),(C2)
and (C3), the genus-2 G-function vanishes.
It can be shown that for the FJRW theory of ADE singularities (cf. [FJR]), the three
conditions (C1)-(C3) are all satisfied. Therefore an immediate consequence of Theorem 0.1
is the following
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Corollary 0.2 The genus-2 G-function vanishes for the cohomological field theories as-
sociated to ADE singularities.
It was conjectured in [DLZ] that the genus-2 G-function vanishes for the cohomological
field theories associated to ADE singularities and Gromov-Witten theory for P1-orbifolds
of ADE type. Corollary 0.2 gives an affirmative answer to this conjecture for ADE sin-
gularities. Recently Y. Fu, S. Liu, Y. Zhang, and C. Zhou proved this conjecture for
An singularities using a completely different method (cf. [FLZZ]). Their proof depends
on specific structures of Frobenius manifolds associated to An singularities, which do not
apply to singularities of DE type. In comparison, our method gives a more geometric
explanation and applies to all ADE singularities, and possibly also applies to other co-
homological field theories as well. We will discuss the case for P1-orbifolds of ADE type
in a forthcoming paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we introduce notations and review
basic theories needed in this paper. We prove Theorem 0.1 in section 2 and prove Corol-
lary 0.2 in section 3. In section 4, we make some remarks on how to simplify F2 if the
genus-2 G-function is zero and condition (C2) is satisfied. In appendices, we give the
precise definition for the genus-2 G-function, the formula for genus-2 generating function
as proved in [L07], precise formulas for some equations used in the proof of the main
theorem, and two genus-1 3-point functions.
1 Preliminaries
Properties of the quantum product and idempotents on the big phase space for Gromov-
Witten theory were studied in [L02], [L06] and [L07]. These properties can be easily
extended to any cohomological field theory. In this section we will review concepts and
properties needed for the proof of Theorem 0.1.
Let (H, η,Λ) be a cohomological field theory of rank N . Fix a basis {γα | α = 1, · · ·N}
of H with γ1 equal to the identity of the Frobenius manifold structure on H. As a
convention, repeated Greek letter indices are summed up over their entire ranges from 1
to N . The vector space H is also called the small phase space. The big phase space is
defined to be P := ∏∞n=0H and the corresponding basis for the n-th copy of H in this
product is denoted by {τn(γα) | α = 1, . . . , N} for n ≥ 0. Let tαn be the coordinates on
P with respect to the standard basis {τn(γα) | α = 1, . . . , N, n ≥ 0}. These coordinates
are called the flat coordinates on P. We will also identify the small phase space H with
the subspace of P defined by tαn = 0 for n > 0.
The genus-g potential function Fg is a formal power series of t = (t
α
n) with coefficients
given by 〈 τn1(γα1) · · · τnk(γαk) 〉g. Derivatives of Fg with respect to tα1n1 , . . . , tαknk are denoted
by 〈〈 τn1(α1) · · · τnk(αk) 〉〉g. We will identify τn(γα) with ∂∂tαn as vector fields on the big phase
space. We will also write τ0(γα) simply as γα. Any vector field of the form
∑
α fαγα, where
fα are functions on the big phase space, is called a primary vector field. We use τ+ and
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τ− to denote the operators which shift the level of descendants, i.e.
τ±
(∑
n,α
fn,ατn(γα)
)
=
∑
n,α
fn,ατn±1(γα)
where fn,α are functions on the big phase space.
Define a k-tensor 〈〈 · · · 〉〉g by
〈〈W1W2 · · · Wk 〉〉g :=
∑
m1,α1,...,mk,αk
f 1m1,α1 · · · fkmk,αk
∂k
∂tα1m1 · · · ∂tαkmk
Fg (2)
for vector fields Wi =
∑
m,α f
i
m,α
∂
∂tαm
where f im,α are functions on the big phase space.
This tensor is called k-point (correlation) function. For any vector fields W1 and W2 on
the big phase space, the quantum product of W1 and W2 is defined by
W1 ◦W2 := 〈〈W1W2γα 〉〉0 γα.
This is a commutative and associative product. But it does not have an identity.
Let
X := −
∑
m,α
(m+ dα)t˜
α
mτm(γα)−
∑
m,α,β
Cβα t˜αmτm−1(γβ)
be the Euler vector field on the big phase space, where t˜αm = t
α
m − δm,1δα,1 and the
constants dα and Cβα are uniquely determined by the fact that the restriction of X to
the small phase space is the Euler vector field of the Frobenius manifold structure on
H. For example, for quantum cohomology of any compact symplectic manifold M , H =
H∗(M,C), dα =
1
2
(dimension of γα)− 12(dimension of γ1)− 1, and the matrix C = (Cβα) is
defined by c1(M) ∪ γα = Cβαγβ where c1(M) is the first Chern class of M .
The quantum multiplication by X is an endomorphism of the space of primary vector
fields on the big phase space. If this endomorphism has distinct eigenvalues at generic
points, the big phase space is called semisimple. In this case, let E1, ..., EN be the eigen-
vectors with corresponding eigenvalues u1, ..., uN , i.e.
X ◦ Ei = uiEi
for each i = 1, ..., N . Ei is considered as a vector field on the big phase space, and ui is
considered as a function on the big phase space. They satisfy the following properties:
Ei ◦ Ej = δijEi, [Ei, Ej] = 0, Eiuj = δij
for any i and j. Vector fields E1, ..., EN are called idempotents on the big phase space.
When restricted to the small phase space, {u1, . . . , uN} gives the canonical coordinate
system on semisimple Frobenius manifoldH and E1, ..., EN coincide with coordinate vector
fields of this system (cf. [D]).
Let
S := −
∑
m,α
t˜αmτm−1(γα)
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be the string vector field on the big phase space. For any vector fields W and V on the
big phase space, define
<W,V >:= 〈〈 SWV 〉〉0 .
This bilinear form generalizes the pairing η on the small phase space. It is non-degenerate
only when restricted to the space of primary vector fields. Define
gi :=< Ei, Ei >, hi = √gi
Since < Ei, Ej >= 0 if i 6= j, functions g1, ...., gN completely determine the pairing < ·, · >
in semisimple case. When representing expressions involving flat primary fields γα in terms
of idempotents, the following simple fact is very useful (cf. [L06]): For any tensor Q,
Q(γα, γ
α, · · ·) =
N∑
i=1
1
gi
Q(Ei, Ei, · · ·). (3)
Define the rotation coefficients on the big phase space by :
rij :=
Ej√
gj
√
gi. (4)
These functions were introduced in [L06] to study relations among k-point functions in
semisimple case. For i 6= j, the restriction of rij to the small phase space coincides with
the definition of rotation coefficients for semisimple Frobenius manifolds defined in [D].
This is no longer true when i = j. We will use γij to denote the rotation coefficients
defined in [D]. In [D], γii is defined to be 0. But rii may not be 0 according to our
definition. Using the definition of rij in equation (4), the so called string equation on the
small phase space H has the form ∑
j
rijhj = 0 (5)
for all i.
Now we briefly review basic properties of rotation coefficients which will be used later.
Readers are referred to [L06] for more details. First, rij = rji, for all i, j. Define
vij := (uj − ui)rij.
When taking derivatives of rotation coefficients, the following functions naturally appear:
θij :=
1
uj − ui
(
rij +
∑
k
rikvjk
)
for i 6= j. Obviously,
θij + θji = −
∑
k
rikrjk (6)
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for any i 6= j. First derivatives of rotation coefficients are given by the formula
Ekrij = rikrjk +

0 if i 6= j 6= k,
θij if k = i 6= j,√
gk
gi
θik if i = j 6= k,
−2∑l r2il +∑p 6=i√ gpgi θpi + 1gi < τ 2−(S), Ei >, if i = j = k.
(7)
Notice that on the small phase space < τ 2−(S), Ei >= 0.
Define
Ωij :=
1
uj − ui
(
θij − θji +
∑
k,l
rilrjkvkl
)
for i 6= j. Then
Ωij = Ωji
for all i 6= j. These functions arise naturally in the second order derivatives of rotation
coefficients because
Ejθij =
(
rjj −
√
gj
gi
rij
)
θij − Ωij
for i 6= j. We might consider θij and Ωij as functions having poles of order 1 and 2
respectively in terms of u1, ..., uN .
As in [L07], we will use the following notations for genus-0 and genus-1 k-point func-
tions:
zi1,···,ik := 〈〈 Ei1, · · ·, Eik 〉〉0
and
φi1,···,ik := 〈〈 Ei1 , · · ·, Eik 〉〉1 .
In [L06], it was proved that genus-0 4-point functions satisfy the following properties: For
i 6= j,
(i) ziiii = −girii,
(ii) zjiii = −zjjii = −√gigjrij,
(iii) zijkl = 0, otherwise. (8)
It was also proved that the genus-1 1-point functions are given by
24φi = −12
∑
j
rijvij −
∑
j
hi
hj
rij (9)
for all i. Higher point genus-0 and genus-1 functions can be computed recursively using
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the following formula:〈〈 Ei1Ei2 · · · Eik+1 〉〉g
= Eik+1 〈〈 Ei1 · · · Eik 〉〉g −
( k∑
j=1
rij ,ik+1
√
gik+1
gij
)
〈〈 Ei1 · · · Eik 〉〉g
−
k∑
j=1
rij ,ik+1
√
gij
gik+1
〈〈
Ei1 · · · Êij · · · EikEik+1
〉〉
g
+
k∑
j=1
δik+1,ij
∑
p
rp,ik+1
√
gik+1
gp
〈〈
Ei1 · · · Êij · · · EikEp
〉〉
g
(10)
for all g ≥ 0. For example, the genus-1 2-point functions are given by
24φij =12r
2
ij +
∑
l
(rilrjl
hihj
h2l
− rijrilhj
hl
− rijrjlhi
hl
)− {θij hj
hi
+ θji
hi
hj
}
− 24rij{hj
hi
φi +
hi
hj
φj} (11)
for i 6= j, and
24φii =12r
2
ii +
∑
j
{r2ij(−10 +
h2i
h2j
)− 2riirij hi
hj
} −
∑
j 6=i
{θij hi
hj
+ θji
hj
hi
}
− 48riiφi + 24
∑
j
rij
hi
hj
φj − 1
h2i
< τ 2−(S), Ei > (12)
for all i. Some genus-1 3-point functions can be found in Appendix D.
For any vector field W, define
T (W) := τ+(W)− 〈〈Wγα 〉〉0 γα.
The operator T was introduced in [L02] in order to simplify topological recursion relations
for Gromov-Witten invariants. The following properties of operator T were proved in
[L06]:
(i) T (Ej) ui = 0,
(ii) T (Ej) gi = −2δijgi,
(iii) T (Ek) rij = δijrik
√
gk
gi
,
(iv) T (Ek) θij = −rijrik
√
gk
gi
for i 6= j,
(v) T (Ek) Ωij = θjirik
√
gk
gi
+ θijrjk
√
gk
gj
for i 6= j,
(vi) T (Ek) < τ 2−(S), Ei >= −δik < τ 2−(S), Ei >,
(vii) T (Ek) < τ 3−(S), Ei >= −δik < τ 3−(S), Ei > . (13)
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2 Proof of the main theorem
Recall that for a semisimple Frobenius manifoldH, the genus-2 G-function G(2)(u, ux, uxx)
defined in [DLZ] has the following form:
G(2)(u, ux, uxx) =
∑
i
G
(2)
i (u, ux)u
i
xx +
∑
i 6=j
G
(2)
ij (u)
(ujx)
3
uix
+
1
2
∑
i,j
P
(2)
ij (u)u
i
xu
j
x +
∑
i
Q
(2)
i (u)(u
i
x)
2 (14)
where G
(2)
i , G
(2)
ij , P
(2)
ij , and Q
(2)
i are functions on the jet space of H. Precise definitions
for these functions can be found in Appendix A. In this formula, ui = u
i for i = 1, ..., N
are the canonical coordinates on the small phase space H, i.e. the restriction of functions
ui defined in Section 1 to H. Let wα for α = 1, ..., N be the flat coordinates on H with
respect to the basis {γ1, · · ·, γN}, i.e. wα is the restriction of tα0 to the small phase space
H. Under the transformation
wα = 〈〈 γ1γα 〉〉0 , (15)
every function on the small phase space can also be viewed as a function on the big phase
space. In particular, ui,x = u
i
x means the first order derivative of ui with respect to x := t
1
0
after transformation (15). The functions ui, ui,x, ui,xx, ... for i = 1, ..., N form a coordinate
system for the jet space of the semisimple Frobenius manifold H (cf: [DZ]).
To prove that the genus-2 G-function is 0, it suffices to show that functions G
(2)
i and
Q
(2)
i +
1
2
P
(2)
ii for all i, G
(2)
ij and P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji for i 6= j, are equal to 0. In this section, we
prove that all these functions vanish under conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3). The main
idea of the proof is to first represent all these functions in terms of rotation coefficients rij
and functions hi, ui, θij , and Ωij defined in Section 1. We then use conditions (C1), (C2)
and (C3) to get rid of ui, θij , and Ωij and obtain expressions for the above four types of
functions only involving rij and hi. Then straightforward calculations show that all these
functions vanish.
The following lemma will be very useful in the proof.
Lemma 2.1 Under the condition (C2), on the small phase space the following identities
hold: ∑
j
rijvij = − 1
12
∑
j
rij
hi
hj
(16)
for all i, and
θij
hj
hi
+ θji
hi
hj
= 12r2ij +
∑
l
(rilrjl
hihj
h2l
− rijrilhj
hl
− rijrjlhi
hl
) (17)
for all i 6= j.
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Proof: First note that condition (C2) is equivalent to the vanishing of the restriction of
genus-1 correlation functions to the small phase space, i.e.
φi1···ik |H= 0 (18)
for any {i1, · · ·, ik}, with k ≥ 1.
Equation (16) follows from equation (9) and φi |H= 0. Equation (17) follows from
equation (11), φi |H= 0, and φij |H= 0 for i 6= j. 
In the definition of the genus-2 G-function (see Appendix A), the following functions
were introduced to simplify expressions:
Hi :=
1
2
∑
j 6=i
uijγ
2
ij
where uij := ui − uj and γij are the rotation coefficients defined in [D]. An immediate
application of equation (16) is to get rid of functions uij in Hi, i.e.
Hi =
1
24
∑
k
rik
hi
hk
(19)
when condition (C2) is satisfied.
2.1 Vanishing of G
(2)
ij
In this subsection, we prove G
(2)
ij = 0 for all i 6= j under condition (C2). In the definition
of G
(2)
ij given in Appendix A, ∂i :=
∂
∂ui
is equal to taking derivative along direction Ei on
the small phase space. Therefore we can compute ∂ihj and ∂iγjk using formulas (4) and
(7). We can also replace Hi by the right hand side of equation (19) . We then obtain the
following expression for G
(2)
ij :
G
(2)
ij = −
rij
5760hihj
{
θij
hj
hi
+ θji
hi
hj
− 12r2ij −
∑
l
(rilrjl
hihj
h2l
− rijrilhj
hl
− rijrjlhi
hl
)
}
.
The right hand side of this equation is understood as a function obtained by applying
transformation (15) to a function on the small phase space. Therefore by equation (17),
we have G
(2)
ij = 0. Most formulas in the proof of Theorem 0.1 will be understood in a
similar way. To make the paper concise, we will not repeat this argument later.
This simple proof of G
(2)
ij = 0 is rather typical in the rest part of the proof for The-
orem 0.1. To prove the vanishing of other parts of the genus-2 G-function, we will use
similar ideas although the computations will be much more involved.
2.2 Vanishing of G
(2)
i
In this subsection, we show G
(2)
i = 0 for all i under conditions (C1) and (C2). We write
G
(2)
i = G
(2)
i,1 +G
(2)
i,2
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where G
(2)
i,1 explicitly involves jet coordinates uk,x but G
(2)
i,2 does not. Precise definitions for
G
(2)
i,1 and G
(2)
i,2 are given in Appendix A. We will compute these two functions separately.
First note that for any function f obtained from applying transformation (15) to a
function on the small phase space,
∂xf =
∑
k
uk,x∂kf
by the chain rule. Using formulas (4) and (7), we can then compute all partial derivatives
involved in the definitions of G
(2)
i,1 and G
(2)
i,2 . We can also compute Hi using equation (19).
After straightforward calculations, we obtain the following formulas:
G
(2)
i,1 =
∑
k 6=i
1
1920h2i
{
θik
hk
hi
+ θki
hi
hk
− 12r2ik −
∑
l
(rilrkl
hihk
h2l
− rikrilhk
hl
− rikrklhi
hl
)
}∂xuk
∂xui
+
∑
k 6=i
θik
5760hihk
− r
2
ii
1440h2i
−
∑
k
r2ik
1920h2k
+
∑
k
riirik
1440hihk
and
G
(2)
i,2 =
∑
k 6=i
θik
2880hihk
−
∑
k 6=i
θkihk
384h3i
+
∑
k 6=i
7θki
2880hihk
−
∑
j
17riirij
2880hihj
+
∑
k
rikrkkhi
1440h3k
−
∑
k
19r2ik
720h2i
+
∑
k
r2ik
1440h2k
+
∑
j,k
rikrij
2880hjhk
+
∑
j,k
7rikrjk
2880hihj
−
∑
k,l
hirilrkl
2880hkh
2
l
+
23r2ii
720h2i
. (20)
By equation (17), the coefficient for ∂xuk
∂xui
in G
(2)
i,1 becomes 0 under condition (C2). So we
have
G
(2)
i,1 =
∑
k 6=i
θik
5760hihk
− r
2
ii
1440h2i
−
∑
k
r2ik
1920h2k
+
∑
k
riirik
1440hihk
. (21)
Next we will get rid of first order poles θik and θki in equations (21) and (20) using
functions only depending on {rij | i, j = 1, . . . , N} and {hi | i = 1, . . . , N}. Here we also
need condition (C1). A key ingredient in this process is the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2 Under conditions (C1) and (C2), on the small phase space we have
2
∑
i
i6=k
θki
hi
=
∑
i
(7
hk
h2i
r2ik − 6
r2ik
hk
− 2h
2
k
h3i
riirik) +
∑
i,j
(
h2k
hih2j
rijrjk − hk
hihj
rikrjk) (22)
for all k.
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Proof: Condition (C1) is equivalent to say that the restriction of
〈〈
γαγ
αγβγ
β
〉〉
0
to the
small phase space is constant. By equation (3), we have
〈〈
γαγ
αγβγ
β
〉〉
0
=
N∑
i,j=1
1
gigj
〈〈 EiEiEjEj 〉〉0 =
N∑
i,j=1
1
gigj
ziijj.
So equation (8) implies 〈〈
γαγ
αγβγ
β
〉〉
0
=
∑
i,j
rij
hihj
− 2
∑
i
rii
h2i
. (23)
Therefore if condition (C1) is satisfied, on the small phase space, we have∑
i,j
rij
hihj
− 2
∑
i
rii
h2i
= constant.
Taking derivative of this equation along the direction of Ek, we have∑
i 6=k
(
hk
h3i
+
hi
h3k
)θik − 2
∑
i 6=k
θki
hkhi
=
∑
i,j
rikrjk
hihj
− 2
∑
i
r2ik
h2i
−
∑
i,j
rijhk(rikhj + rjkhi)
h2ih
2
j
+ 4
∑
i
hkrikrii
h3i
+ 2
∑
i
r2ik
h2k
. (24)
We then convert the first summation on the left hand side to an expression similar to the
second summation on the left hand side together with some function only depending on
rij and hi. To see how this can be done, we write∑
i 6=k
hk
h3i
θik =
∑
i 6=k
{hk
hi
θik} 1
h2i
and use equation (17) to replace hk
hi
θik by − hihk θki plus a function only depending on rij
and hi. In this way, we can see that∑
i 6=k
hk
h3i
θik = −
∑
i 6=k
{ 1
hihk
θki}+ {some function of r and h}. (25)
Here “some function of r and h” means a function which only depends on hi for all i and
rij for all i and j. For simplicity, we omit the precise form of such functions. Note that we
can use equation (6) to switch indices in θik. So by a similar calculation using equation
(17), we also obtain∑
i 6=k
hi
h3k
θik = −
∑
i 6=k
{ 1
hihk
θki}+ {some function of r and h}.
After plugging these terms into equation (24) and multiplying the resulting expression by
−1
2
hk, we obtain equation (22). 
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Remark 2.3 Combining equations (6) and (22), we can express
∑
i
i6=k
θik
hi
in terms of func-
tions {rij} and {hi}. By equations (6), (17) and (22), we can also express
∑
i
i6=k
hiθki and∑
i
i6=k
hiθik in terms of functions {rij} and {hi}. More generally, we can express both
∑
i
i6=k
hpi θik
and
∑
i
i6=k
hpi θki in terms of functions {rij} and {hi} if p is odd. We also note that repeatedly
applying equations (6) and (17) shows that
θijh
p
ih
q
j = θijh
p+2k
i h
q−2k
j + {some function of r and h}
for any integers p, q, and k. This observation is very useful in the process of getting rid
of functions θij in complicated expressions.
Now we come back to the computation of G
(2)
i = G
(2)
i,1 + G
(2)
i,2 . After replacing all
terms containing θik and θki in equations (21) and (20) using the method indicated in
Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3, we obtain a formula for G
(2)
i which only involves functions
{rjk | j, k = 1, . . . , N} and {hj | j = 1, . . . , N}. Straightforward computations then show
G
(2)
i = 0.
2.3 Vanishing of P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji
In this subsection, we prove P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji = 0 for all i 6= j under conditions (C1) and
(C2). We can use formulas (4) and (7) to compute all partial derivatives involved in the
definition of P
(2)
ij given in Appendix A. We can also compute functions Hi using equation
(19). We then obtain a formula for P
(2)
ij only depending on {rkl | k, l = 1, . . . , N},
{hk | k = 1, . . . , N}, and first order poles {θkl | k, l = 1, . . . , N}. The precise form of this
formula is given by equation (49) in Appendix B. Note that we have used equation (6)
to get rid of some terms containing θik when deriving this formula. As in subsection 2.2,
the main idea for proving P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji = 0 is to replace first order poles θkl in P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji
by functions only depending on {rkl} and {hk}. For simplicity of notations, {rkl} means
the set of all functions rkl where k and l run over their entire range. The notation {hk}
is interpreted in a similar way.
For convenience, we give all terms in P
(2)
ij which contain first order poles below:
P
(2)
ij =
1
1440
(
−3
∑
k 6=j
hihjrikθkj
h4k
− 41rijθij
h2i
+
6riihjθij
h3i
− 3
∑
k
rikhjθij
h2ihk
−4
∑
k 6=i
rijhjhkθik
h4i
− 5
∑
k 6=i
rijhjθki
h2ihk
)
+ {some function of r and h}. (26)
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Using Remark 2.3, the two terms containing θik and θki in the second line of equation (26)
can be expressed as functions of {rkl} and {hk}. Below we explain how to deal with the
first 4 terms in equation (26). For simplicity, we will omit precise forms of functions only
depending on {rkl} and {hk}.
By equation (17), we have∑
k 6=j
hihjrikθkj
h4k
= −hi
hj
∑
k 6=j
rikθjk
h2k
+ {some function of r and h}. (27)
Next we will use the following identities
Lemma 2.4 Under condition (C2), on the small phase space we have
θikrjk
hj
hi
+ θkirij
hj
hk
+ θjkrik
hi
hj
+ θkjrij
hi
hk
+ θijrjk
hk
hi
+ θjirik
hk
hj
={some function of r and h} (28)
for i 6= j 6= k. For precise formula, see equation (51) in Appendix B.
Proof: Condition (C2) implies that genus-1 correlation functions on the small phase
space H are 0. For distinct i, j, k, we can compute genus-1 3-point function φijk using
formula (10) together with the formulas of genus-1 1-point functions (9) and genus-1 2-
point functions (11). The precise formula of φijk is given as equation (55) in Appendix D.
The lemma just follows from φi|H = 0, φij|H = 0, φijk|H = 0 for any i 6= j 6= k. 
Multiplying both sides of equation (28) by 1
h2
k
and taking sum over k for k /∈ {i, j},
we obtain
hi
hj
∑
k 6=j
rikθjk
h2k
+
hj
hi
∑
k 6=j
rjkθik
h2k
=−
∑
k
θijrjk
1
hihk
−
∑
k
θjirik
1
hjhk
+ 2θijrjj
1
hihj
+ 2θjirii
1
hihj
+ {some function of r and h}. (29)
In deriving this formula, we have used equation (17) and the fact that both
∑
k 6=i
θki
h3
k
and
∑
k 6=j
θkj
h3
k
can be expressed as functions of {rkl} and {hk}, which in turn follow from
equations (25) and (22). By equations (27) and (29), we get
P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji
=
1
1440
(
−3
∑
k
rjkθij
1
hihk
− 3
∑
k
rjkθji
hi
h2jhk
− 3
∑
k
rikθji
1
hjhk
− 3
∑
k
rikθij
hj
h2ihk
−41rij
hihj
(θij
hj
hi
+ θji
hi
hj
) + 6riiθij
hj
h3i
+ 6riiθji
1
hihj
+ 6rjjθji
hi
h3j
+ 6rjjθij
1
hihj
)
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+ {some function of r and h}.
Using equation (17), it is easy to see that the right hand side of this equation can be
expressed as a function only depending on {rkl} and {hk}. A straightforward calculation
shows that this function is equal to 0. This proves that P
(2)
ij + P
(2)
ji = 0 for i 6= j.
2.4 Vanishing of 12P
(2)
ii +Q
(2)
i
In this subsection, we prove 1
2
P
(2)
ii + Q
(2)
i = 0 for all i under conditions (C1), (C2), and
(C3). In the definition of Q
(2)
i given in Appendix A, there are 6 terms having uik = ui−uk
in denominator. After calculating derivatives of rotation coefficients by equation (7) and
replacing Hk by equation (19), these terms become
1
1152
∑
k,l
k 6=i,l 6=i
hkvlkθil
uikh
3
i
− 2
∑
k 6=i
θikhk
uikh
3
i
+
1
12
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rikrilhk
uikh
2
ihl
−
∑
k 6=i
riirikhk
uikh
3
i
− 2
∑
k 6=i
θki
uikhihk
+
1
12
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rikrkl
uikhihl
− 2
∑
k 6=i
rkkrik
uikhihk
+
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rikrllvkl
uilhihl
+
∑
k,l
k 6=l,l 6=i
ulkrikθlk
uilhihl
+
∑
l 6=i
riiθli
hihl
+
∑
k 6=i
riihkθik
h3i
− 2 r
3
ii
h2i
+
∑
l
riirllril
hihl
 . (30)
The last 4 terms in this expression do not contain uik explicitly. We will see how to deal
with other terms in this expression whose dominators containing uik or uil. First observe
that
vlk
uik
= rlk
(
−1 + ui − ul
ui − uk
)
.
Multiplying both sides of this equation by θil and using definition of θil, we have
vlkθil
uik
= −rlkθil − rlk
ui − uk
(
ril +
∑
m
rimvlm
)
.
Plugging this formula into the first term of expression (30), then using definition of Ωik
and equations (5), (6) and (16), we obtain the following formula for the first 4 terms in
expression (30):
∑
k,l
k 6=i,l 6=i
hkvlkθil
uikh3i
− 2
∑
k 6=i
θikhk
uikh3i
+
1
12
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rikrilhk
uikh2ihl
−
∑
k 6=i
riirikhk
uikh3i
=
∑
k
k 6=i
hk
h3i
Ωik +
∑
l
l 6=i
1
h2i
rilθil.
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Similarly, for the next 5 terms in expression (30), we have the following formula
− 2
∑
k 6=i
θki
uikhihk
+
1
12
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rikrkl
uikhihl
− 2
∑
k 6=i
rkkrik
uikhihk
+
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rikrllvkl
uilhihl
+
∑
k,l
k 6=l,l 6=i
ulkrikθlk
uilhihl
=−
∑
k 6=i
Ωki
hihk
+
∑
l
l 6=i
rll
hihl
θil.
Consequently, 1
2
P
(2)
ii + Q
(2)
i can be expressed as a function of {Ωij}, {θjk}, {vjk}, {rjk}
and {hj}. The precise form of this function is given by equation (50) in Appendix B. To
show 1
2
P
(2)
ii +Q
(2)
i = 0, we need to get rid of {Ωij}, {θjk}, {vjk} from this function.
After getting rid of part of {θjk} terms using equations (6), (17), Lemma 2.2 and
Remark 2.3, equation (50) has the following form
5760{1
2
P
(2)
ii +Q
(2)
i }
=− 5
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ij
h2i
− 100
∑
k 6=i
rikθik
h2i
+ 4
∑
k 6=i
rkkhiθik
h3k
− 6
∑
k 6=i
h2i rikθki
h4k
+ 5
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rklθik
hihl
− 2
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rklhiθil
hkh2l
+ 40
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rikvlkθil
h2i
+ {some function of r and h}. (31)
where Ω˜ij = Ωij{ hihj −
hj
hi
}. Obviously, Ω˜ij = −Ω˜ji. In this formula, the most difficult term
to deal with is
40
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rikvlkθil
h2i
.
In order to get rid of this term, we need condition (C3). This is the only place in the
proof of Theorem 0.1 where condition (C3) is needed.
Lemma 2.5 If conditions (C1), (C2), (C3) are satisfied, we have
80
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θijrikvjk
1
h2i
=− 15 1
h2i
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ji − 5
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ji
1
h2j
− 24
∑
j
j 6=i
θjirjj
hi
h3j
− 400
∑
j
j 6=i
θjirji
1
h2i
+ 22
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θjirjk
1
hkhi
+ {some function of r and h} (32)
for all i. The precise form of this formula is given by equation (52) in Appendix B.
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Proof: Condition (C3) is equivalent to
〈〈 γα 〉〉2 |H = 0 and 〈〈 τ1(γα) 〉〉2 |H = 0
for all α, where H is the small phase space. Since
〈〈 T (Ei) 〉〉2 = 〈〈 τ+(Ei) 〉〉2 − 〈〈 Eiγα 〉〉0 〈〈 γα 〉〉2
and Ei are primary vector fields, we have
〈〈 T (Ei) 〉〉2|H = 0. (33)
On the other hand, a formula for F2 was proved in [L07]. This formula is included in
Appendix C for convenience. Using this formula and basic properties of the operator T
given in equation (13), we can calculate 〈〈T (Ei) 〉〉2 = T (Ei)F2. The formula for 〈〈T (Ei) 〉〉2
obtained this way is rather complicated. But the restriction of this formula to the small
phase space has a much simpler form. For example, the restriction of < τk−(S), Ei > to the
small phase space is 0 for all k ≥ 1. Moreover, if conditions (C1) and (C2) are satisfied,
we can use equation (17), Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3 to get rid of many terms containing
θjk. We also observe that the product θijvij does not contain poles. More precisely
θijvij = rij(rij +
∑
k
rikvjk) (34)
by definition of θij and vij . After all these simplifications and combinations of like terms,
the remaining terms containing θij and Ωij are exactly those terms appearing in equa-
tion (32). In particular, the left hand side of equation (32) comes from the following two
terms which appear in 5760 〈〈T (Ei) 〉〉2 |H:
170
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θijrjkvik
1
h2i
+ 90
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θjirikvjk
1
h2i
. (35)
For the first term, we can decompose the function vik into two parts
vik = rikukj + rikuji
and observe that θijuji no longer has poles. For the second term in expression (35), we can
replace θji by −θij using equation (6). After combining these terms together, expression
(35) becomes
80
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θijrikvjk
1
h2i
(36)
plus a function which only depends on {rjk}, {hk}, and {vjk}. The expression (36) is
exactly the left hand side of equation (32).
We should also note that there are many terms in 〈〈 T (Ei) 〉〉2 |H which do not contain
{θjk}, but contain {vjk}. Many of such terms can be get rid of using equation (16).
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Other terms of this type can be canceled with terms produced in the process of obtaining
expression (36) and terms produced from applying equation (34) to those terms containing
{θjkvjk}. Eventually, after straightforward calculations, we obtain equation (32) from
〈〈T (Ei) 〉〉2|H = 0. 
By equations (31)and (32), we obtain
5760{P (2)ii + 2Q(2)i }
=− 5 1
h2i
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ji − 5
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ji
1
h2j
+ 10
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rklθik
hihl
− 200
∑
k
k 6=i
θkirki
1
h2i
− 4
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rklhiθil
hkh2l
+ 32
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrkk
hi
h3k
+ 22
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θjirjk
1
hkhi
− 12
∑
k 6=i
h2i rikθki
h4k
+ {some function of r and h} (37)
Here we omit the terms not containing {θjk} or {Ωjk} . The following lemma will be used
to get rid of Ω˜ij in this formula.
Lemma 2.6 Under conditions (C1) and (C2), on the small phase space we have
0 =Ω˜ij + θij{20rij + 4riihj
hi
−
∑
k
(rik
hj
hk
+ rjk
hi
hk
)}+ 2
∑
k 6=i
θikrjk
hj
hi
+ {some function of r and h} (38)
for all i 6= j. The complete formula is given by equation (53) in Appendix B.
Proof: By equation (18), φiij |H= 0. A formula of φiij is given in Appendix D. Using
this formula together with equation (17) and Remark 2.3, we obtain equation (38). 
Using equation (38) to get rid of Ωij in equation (37) and using equation (17),
Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3 to simplify the expression, we obtain
5760{P (2)ii + 2Q(2)i } =32
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrik
1
h2i
− 16
∑
j,k
k 6=i
θikrjk
1
hihj
+ 32
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrkk
hi
h3k
+ {some function of r and h} (39)
The following lemma to needed in dealing with the first three terms on the right hand
side of this equation.
Lemma 2.7 Under conditions (C1) and (C2), on small phase space we have
4
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrik
1
h2i
− 2
∑
j,k
k 6=i
θikrjk
1
hihj
+ 4
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrkk
hi
h3k
= {some function of r and h} (40)
for all i. The precise form of this formula is equation (54) in Appendix B.
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Proof: We first multiply both sides of equation (51) by 1
h2
k
and take summation over j
and k for distinct i, j, k. Then by equations (6), (17), Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3, we
obtain equation (40).
Plugging equation (40) into equation (39), we can express 1
2
P
(2)
ii + Q
(2)
i as a function
which only depends on {rjk} and {hj}. A straightforward but complicated calculation
then shows that this function is identically equal to 0. This proves 1
2
P
(2)
ii + Q
(2)
i = 0 for
all i, and thus finishes the proof of Theorem 0.1.
3 Proof of corollary 0.2
In this section we will prove G(2) = 0 for the cohomological field theories associated
to ADE singularities by showing that conditions (C1), (C2), (C3) in Theorem 0.1 are
satisfied.
In fact, conditions (C2) and (C3) just follow from a simple dimension count. For
ADE singularities, a necessary condition for 〈 τl1(γk1) · · · τls(γks) 〉g 6= 0 is the following
dimension condition
2
(
(cˆW − 3)(1− g) + s
)
=
s∑
i=1
(2li + degW γki)
where W is a quasi-homogenous polynomial with a singularity of ADE type, cˆW is the
central charge of W and degW γi is the W -degree of γi (cf: [FJR] for details). For ADE
singularities , cˆW < 1, degW γi < 2 for all i. Therefore the dimension condition implies
that
〈 γk1 · · ·γks 〉1 = 0
and
〈 τm(γk1)γk2 · · · γks 〉2 = 0 (41)
for all ki and m ≤ 2. In particular, conditions (C2) and (C3) are satisfied.
We present two different approaches to condition (C1). The first approach does not
involve canonical coordinates for semisimple Frobenius manifolds. It only uses flat coor-
dinates. Recall that the genus-2 Mumford relation has the following form (cf. [Ge] and
[L07]): For any vector field W,〈〈
T 2(W) 〉〉
2
=
7
10
〈〈 γα 〉〉1 〈〈 {γα ◦W} 〉〉1 +
1
10
〈〈 γα{γα ◦W} 〉〉1 −
1
240
〈〈W{γα ◦ γα} 〉〉1
+
13
240
〈〈Wγαγαγβ 〉〉0 〈〈 γβ 〉〉1 + 1960 〈〈Wγαγαγβγβ 〉〉0 .
By definition of operator T , we have
T 2(W) = τ 2+(W)− 〈〈Wγα 〉〉0 τ1(γα)− 〈〈T (W)γα 〉〉0 γα.
So 〈〈
T 2(W) 〉〉
2
=
〈〈
τ 2+(W)
〉〉
2
− 〈〈Wγα 〉〉0 〈〈 τ1(γα) 〉〉2 − 〈〈T (W)γα 〉〉0 〈〈 γα 〉〉2 .
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By equation (41), we have 〈〈
T 2(W) 〉〉
2
∣∣
H
= 0
for any primary vector field W. Therefore by Mumford equation and condition (C2), we
have 〈〈Wγαγαγβγβ 〉〉0 ∣∣H = 0 (42)
for any primary vector field W. This proves condition (C1) for ADE singularities.
Our second approach to condition (C1) needs [DLZ, Lemma 2.5]. During this process,
we also found a new proof for [DLZ, Lemma 2.5] which is much simpler than the original
proof of this lemma in [DLZ]. The following functions were introduced in [DLZ]:
O1 = 〈〈 γαγα′γβγβ′ 〉〉0 (M−1)αα
′
(M−1)ββ
′
and
O2 = 〈〈 γαγβγρ 〉〉0 〈〈 γ1γα′γβ′γρ′ 〉〉0 (M−1)αα
′
(M−1)ββ
′
(M−1)ρρ
′
,
where entries of the matrix M are defined by
Mµρ = 〈〈 γ1γµγρ 〉〉0 (43)
for any µ and ρ. The following lemma explains the relation between condition (C1) and
the condition
O1 − O2 = constant.
Lemma 3.1 For any cohomological field theory,〈〈
γαγ
αγβγ
β
〉〉
0,H
|s→b = O1 − O2 (44)
where 〈〈 · · · 〉〉g,H means the restriction of the function 〈〈 · · · 〉〉g to the small phase space H,
and the notation ”f |s→b” stands for the function on the big phase space obtained from a
function f on the small phase space via the transformation given by equation (15).
Proof: The genus-0 constitutive relation has the following form (cf. [DW]):
〈〈 γαγβ 〉〉0 = 〈〈 γαγβ 〉〉0,H |s→b .
Taking derivative with respect to ∂
∂t
ρ
0
, we obtain
〈〈 γαγβγρ 〉〉0 = 〈〈 γαγβγµ 〉〉0,H |s→b Mµρ,
i.e.
〈〈 γαγβγµ 〉〉0,H |s→b= 〈〈 γαγβγρ 〉〉0 (M−1)ρµ. (45)
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Taking derivatives with respect to ∂
∂tσ
0
again, we obtain
〈〈 γαγβγργσ 〉〉0 =
〈〈
γαγβγ
µγλ
〉〉
0,H
|s→b MλσMµρ
+ 〈〈 γαγβγµ 〉〉0,H |s→b 〈〈 γ1γµγργσ 〉〉0 .
Multiplying both sides of this equation by (M−1)αρ(M−1)βσ, we obtain
O1 =
〈〈
γαγβγ
αγβ
〉〉
0,H
|s→b
+ 〈〈 γαγβγµ 〉〉0,H |s→b 〈〈 γ1γµγργσ 〉〉0 (M−1)αρ(M−1)βσ.
Applying equation (45) to the second term on the right, we obtain
O1 =
〈〈
γαγβγ
αγβ
〉〉
0,H
|s→b +O2.
The lemma is thus proved. 
Remark 3.2 For semisimple Frobenius manifolds, it was proved in [DLZ, Lemma 2.4]
that on the small phase space
O1 − O2 =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
rij
(h2i + h
2
j )
2
h3ih
3
j
.
After expanding the square in the numerator, it is easy to see that the right hand side of
this equation is precisely the restriction of
〈〈
γαγ
αγβγ
β
〉〉
0
to the small phase space due to
equations (5) and (23). This gives an alternative proof for Lemma 3.1 for the special case
of semisimple Frobenius manifolds.
By [DLZ, Lemma 2.5], O1−O2 is constant for Frobenius manifolds associated to ADE
singularities and P1-orbifold of AD type. Therefore Lemma 3.1 implies that condition (C1)
also holds for such Frobenius manifolds.
Remark 3.3 Note that the proof of [DLZ, Lemma 2.5] was quite complicated and was
done via case by case study. Lemma 3.1 and our first proof of equation (42) provide a
unified and much simpler proof of [DLZ, Lemma 2.5] for ADE singularities.
Since we have verified all three conditions (C1)–(C3), Corollary 0.2 just follows from
Theorem 0.1.
4 Further remarks
Due to decomposition (1), if G(2) = 0, the genus-2 potential function F2 can be written as
a linear combination of 16 terms Q1 to Q16 as given in [DLZ, Theorem 1.1]. Each term Qi
can be expressed using flat coordinates and graphic representations of these terms were
also given in [DLZ]. If in addition, all genus-1 primary invariants are 0, i.e. condition
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(C2) holds, then the last 4 terms Q13 to Q16 are redundant. In this case, F2 can be
expressed as a linear combination of the first 12 terms Q1 to Q12. For example, this
is true for cohomological field theories satisfying conditions (C1)–(C3), in particular for
ADE singularities. Recall the following definition from [DLZ]:
Q13 = 〈〈 γµγσ 〉〉1 〈〈 γ1γ1γµ′γσ′ 〉〉0 (M−1)
µµ′
(M−1)
σσ′
,
Q14 = 〈〈 γ1γαγβ 〉〉1 (M−1)αβ,
Q15 = 〈〈 γ1γαγα′γβ 〉〉0 〈〈 γ1γβ′ 〉〉1(M−1)αα
′
(M−1)ββ
′
,
Q16 = 〈〈 γβ 〉〉1 〈〈 γ1γβ′ 〉〉1(M−1)ββ
′
where matrix M is defined by equation (43). The following lemma describes the precise
way to get rid of these terms under condition (C2).
Lemma 4.1 If all genus-1 primary invariants are zero, then
(i) Q16 − 1
24
Q15 = 0
(ii) Q13 =
1
24
Q3 − 1
24
Q4
(iii) Q14 =
1
24
Q1 − 1
12
Q2 − 1
24
Q3 +
1
12
Q4.
Proof: If all the genus-1 primary invariants are zero, then the genus-1 constitutive relation
has the form (cf. [DW]):
F1 =
1
24
log det{η−1M} + constant.
Note that derivatives of M−1 are given by
∂
∂tσ0
(M−1)αβ = −〈〈 γ1γα′γβ′γσ 〉〉0 (M−1)αα
′
(M−1)ββ
′
.
Taking derivatives of F1, we get
〈〈 γµ 〉〉1 =
1
24
〈〈 γ1γαγβγµ 〉〉0 (M−1)
αβ
, (46)
and
〈〈 γµγσ 〉〉1 =−
1
24
〈〈 γ1γαγβγµ 〉〉0 〈〈 γ1γα′γβ′γσ 〉〉0 (M−1)
αα′
(M−1)
ββ′
+
1
24
∑
α,β
〈〈 γ1γαγβγµγσ 〉〉0 (M−1)
αβ
. (47)
Applying equation (46) to the genus-1 1-point function in the definition of Q16, we get
1
24
Q15. This proves part (i). Part (ii) is obtained by applying equation (47) to the genus-1
2-point function in the definition of Q13. Taking derivative of equation (47) with respect
to γ1, we get a formula expressing 〈〈 γ1γµγσ 〉〉1 in terms of genus-0 functions, which implies
part (iii) after plugging into the definition of Q14. 
21
Remark 4.2 The involvement of Q15 and Q16 in F2 is through the expression
− 7
240
Q15 +
7
10
Q16.
Therefore part (i) of Lemma 4.1 eliminates both Q15 and Q16 from F2.
Appendix
A The genus-2 G-function
In this appendix, we give the precise definition of the genus-2 G-function G(2) following
[DLZ]. Write
G(2) =
∑
i
G
(2)
i (u, ux)u
i
xx +
∑
i 6=j
G
(2)
ij (u)
(ujx)
3
uix
+
1
2
∑
i,j
P
(2)
ij (u)u
i
xu
j
x +
∑
i
Q
(2)
i (u)(u
i
x)
2. (48)
Let γij be the rotation coefficient on the small phase space as defined in [D]. Note that
γii = 0 which is different from our definition of rii in Section 1. For i 6= j, γij is equal to
our definition of rij restricted to the small phase space. Define
Hi :=
1
2
∑
j 6=i
uijγ
2
ij
where uij := ui − uj. Then the function G(2)i can be defined as
G
(2)
i = G
(2)
i,1 +G
(2)
i,2
with
G
(2)
i,1 =
∂xhiHi
60ui,xh
3
i
− 7∂ihi∂xhi
5760ui,xh
4
i
+
∑
k
(
γikHk
120hihk
uk,x
ui,x
− γik∂xhi
5760h2ihkui,x
− γik∂khkuk,x
1152hih
2
kui,x
+
∂iγikhkuk,x
1920ui,xh
3
i
+
∂xγik
5760ui,xhihk
+
∂kγikuk,x
2880hihkui,x
− 7γ
2
ikuk,x
1152h2iui,x
)
−
∑
k,l
uk,xhkγilγkl
1920ui,xhih
2
l
and
G
(2)
i,2 =−
3∂ihiHi
40h3i
+
19(∂ihi)
2
2880h4i
+
∑
k
(
γikHi
120hihk
+
7γikHk
120hihk
− 4γik∂ihi
5760h2ihk
− 7γik∂khk
2880hih2k
22
+
γik∂khk
384h3i
− ∂kγikhk
384h3i
+
∂iγik
2880hihk
+
7∂kγik
2880hihk
+
γikhi∂khk
2880h4k
− 19γ
2
ik
720h2i
+
γ2ik
1440h2k
)
−
∑
k,l
hiγilγkl
2880hkh2l
.
Other functions in equation (48) are defined in the following way:
G
(2)
ij =−
γ2ijHj
120h2j
+
γ3ij
480hihj
− γij
5760
(
∂iγij
h2i
+
∂jγij
h2j
) +
γ2ij
5760
(
∂ihi
h3i
+
3∂jhj
h3j
)
+
∑
k
(
γijγikγjk
5760h2k
+
γ2ij
5760hk
(
γjk
hj
− γik
hi
)),
P
(2)
ij =−
2γijHiHj
5hihj
+
γij∂jhjHi
20hih2j
+
γijhi∂jhjHj
20h4j
− 19γ
2
ijHj
30h2j
− ∂iγijHj
60hihj
+
41γ3ij
240hihj
− 41γij∂iγij
1440h2i
+
∂iγij∂jhj
1440hih2j
+
79γ2ij∂jhj
1440h3j
− γij∂ihi∂jhj
720h2ih
2
j
− γijhi(∂jhj)
2
288h5j
+
∑
k
(
γijγikHj
60hjhk
− γikγjkhihjHk
30h4k
− γijγjkhiHj
60h2jhk
+
γikγjkhiHj
60hjh
2
k
− 7γijγjkhiHk
60h2jhk
− γijγik∂jhj
720h2jhk
+
γijγjkhi∂jhj
240h3jhk
− γikγjkhi∂jhj
1440h2jh
2
k
+
γijγjkhi∂khk
720h4k
+
γikγjkhihj∂khk
288h5k
+
γjk∂iγij
1440hihk
− hjhkγij∂iγik
360h4i
− hj(3γik∂iγij + 2γij∂iγik)
1440h2ihk
− 7hjγij∂k(h
−1
k γik)
1440h2i
− hihjγik∂kγjk
480h4k
+
γ2ijγjk
120hjhk
+
7hiγijγ
2
jk
160h3j
+
11γijγikγjk
2880h2k
+
hjγ
2
ikγjk
96h3k
)
+
∑
k,l
(
hihjγilγjl
720hkh
2
l
(
γkl
hl
− γjk
2hj
)− hiγijγjlγkl
720hkh
2
l
),
and
Q
(2)
i =
4H3i
5h2i
− 7∂ihiH
2
i
10h3i
+
7(∂ihi)
2Hi
48h4i
− (∂ihi)
3
120h5i
+
∑
k
(
7γikHiHk
10hihk
− γik∂ihiHi
120h2ihk
+
7∂k(h
−1
k γik)Hi
240hi
− 7γik∂ihiHk
80h2ihk
+
γikHk
576uikhihk
+
(2Hi + 7Hk)∂iγik
240hihk
+
γikhkHi
576uikh3i
− 31γ
2
ikHi
144h2i
+
γik(∂ihi)
2
720h3ihk
+
253γ2ik∂ihi
5760h3i
− ∂iγik∂ihi
960h2ihk
− γ
2
ik∂khk
2880h3k
− 7∂k(h
−1
k γik)∂ihi
1920h2i
− 7∂iγik∂khk
5760hih2k
− 41∂iγik∂ihihk
5760h4i
+
∂i(hiγik)∂khk
2880h4k
− 113γik∂iγik
5760h2i
+
(3∂iγik + ∂kγik)γik
1440h2k
− ∂iγikhk
576uikh
3
i
− ∂kγik
576uikhihk
− γ
3
ik
240hihk
)
23
+
∑
k,l
(−γkl∂i(hiγil)
2880hkh2l
+
γ2ilγkl
2880hkhl
− γikγ
2
il
240hihk
− γkl∂iγik
2880hihl
+
ulkγik∂lγkl
1152uilhihl
+
uklγikγkl∂iγil
144h2i
+
hlγik∂iγil
144h2ihk
+
hkuklγkl∂iγil
1152uikh3i
+
hluikγ
2
ik∂iγil
40h3i
).
In these expressions, all summations are taken over the ranges of indices where the
denominators do not vanish. The symbol ∂x means taking derivative with respect to
x = t10 after transformation given by equation (15) and ∂i means taking derivative with
respect to ui.
B Explicit formulas of some equations appeared in
the proof of the main theorem
For clarity of presentations, we omitted terms only depending on {rij} and {hi} in many
formulas in sections 2.3 and 2.4. We give precise forms of such formulas in this section
for readers’ convenience.
First, after getting rid of functions {Hk} and partial derivatives of {rkl} and {hk} in
the definition of P
(2)
ij , we obtain the following formula for P
(2)
ij :
P
(2)
ij =−
1
480
∑
k 6=j
hihjrikθkj
h4k
− 41rijθij
1440h2i
+
riihjθij
240h3i
− 1
480
∑
k
rikhjθij
h2ihk
− 1
360
∑
k 6=i
rijhjhkθik
h4i
− 1
288
∑
k 6=i
rijhjθki
h2ihk
+
41r3ij
240hihj
− 13rijr
2
jjhi
240h3j
− rijr
2
iihj
240h3i
− 93riir
2
ij
2880h2i
+
93rjjr
2
ij
2880h2j
− 1
720
∑
k
rijr
2
ikhj
h3i
+
1
1440
∑
k
rijrjjrik
hjhk
− 13
720
∑
k
r2ijrjk
hjhk
− 1
1440
∑
k
riirijrjk
hihk
+
19
1440
∑
k
rijrjjrjkhi
h2jhk
− 1
288
∑
k
rijriirikhj
h2ihk
+
7
160
∑
k
hirijr
2
jk
h3j
+
11
2880
∑
k
rijrikrjk
h2k
+
1
96
∑
k
r2ikrjkhj
h3k
+
1
360
∑
k
rijrjkrkkhi
h3k
+
1
720
∑
k,l
rijrilrklhj
h2ihk
− 1
1440
∑
k,l
rijrjkrjlhi
hjhkhl
− 7
1440
∑
k,l
rijrjkrklhi
h2jhl
− 1
720
∑
k,l
rijrjlrklhi
hkh2l
. (49)
Similarly, after getting rid of functions {Hk}, partial derivatives of {rkl} and {hk}, and
functions {uk − ul} explicitly involved in the definition of 12P (2)ii + Q(2)i , we obtain the
following formula:
5760{1
2
P
(2)
ii +Q
(2)
i }
={−5
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ij
h2i
+ 5
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rklθik
hihl
− 108
∑
k 6=i
rikθik
h2i
− 8
∑
k 6=i
rikθki
h2k
− 2
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rklhiθil
hkh
2
l
24
+ 40
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rikvlkθil
h2i
+ 4
∑
k 6=i
rkkhiθik
h3k
− 6
∑
k 6=i
h2i rikθki
h4k
}
+ {−40
∑
k 6=i
riihkθik
h3i
+ 5
∑
k,l
k 6=i
rilθki
hlhk
+ 16
∑
k,l
l 6=i
rikhlθil
h2ihk
− 10
∑
k 6=i
riiθki
hihk
}
− 240r
3
ii
h2i
+ 210
∑
k
r2ikrii
h2i
+ 8
∑
k
rkkriirikhi
h3k
− 24
∑
k
r3ik
hihk
+ 12
∑
k
riir
2
ik
h2k
+ 118
∑
k
r2iirik
hihk
+ 30
∑
k
r3ikhi
h3k
− 14
∑
k,l
riirikril
hkhl
− 10
∑
k,l
rikriirkl
hihl
− 4
∑
k,l
rklriirilhi
hkh2l
− 12
∑
k,l
rikrilrkl
h2k
+ 2
∑
k,l
r2ilrkl
hkhl
− 221
3
∑
k,l
r2ikril
hihl
+
1
3
∑
j,k,l
rikrilrijhi
hjhkhl
+ 5
∑
j,k,l
rikrijrkl
hjhl
.
(50)
The precise formula for equation (28) is the following
θikrjk
hj
hi
+ θkirij
hj
hk
+ θjkrik
hi
hj
+ θkjrij
hi
hk
+ θijrjk
hk
hi
+ θjirik
hk
hj
=6r2ijrik
hk
hi
+ 6r2ijrjk
hk
hj
+ 6r2ikrij
hj
hi
+ 6r2jkrij
hi
hj
+ 6r2ikrjk
hj
hk
+ 6r2jkrik
hi
hk
+ 12rijrikrjk
+
∑
l
{rilrjkrklhihj
h2l
+ rikrjlrkl
hihj
h2l
+ rikrilrjl
hjhk
h2l
+ rijrilrkl
hjhk
h2l
+ rijrjlrkl
hihk
h2l
+ rilrjkrjl
hihk
h2l
− rilrjlrklhihjhk
h3l
− rikrjkrklhihj
hkhl
− rijrikrilhjhk
hihl
− rijrjkrjlhihk
hjhl
− rijrjkrklhi
hl
− rikrjkrjlhi
hl
− rikrjkrilhj
hl
− rijrikrklhj
hl
− rijrilrjkhk
hl
− rijrikrjlhk
hl
} (51)
for any i 6= j 6= k.
The precise formula for equation (32) is the following:
80
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θijrikvjk
1
h2i
=− 15 1
h2i
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ji − 5
∑
j
j 6=i
Ω˜ji
1
h2j
− 24
∑
j
j 6=i
θjirjj
hi
h3j
− 400
∑
j
j 6=i
θjirji
1
h2i
+ 22
∑
j
j 6=i
∑
k
θjirjk
1
hkhi
+ 288r3ii
1
h2i
+ 792
∑
j
riir
2
ij
1
h2i
+ 180
∑
j
riir
2
ij
1
h2j
+ 144
∑
j
rijr
2
ii
1
hihj
− 72
∑
j
rjjrijrii
hi
h3j
25
− 960
∑
j
r3ij
1
hihj
− 284
3
∑
j,k
rikr
2
ij
1
hihk
+ 144
∑
j,k
rjkr
2
ij
1
hjhk
− 60
∑
j,k
rijriirik
1
hjhk
− 67
∑
j,k
r2ijrik
hi
hkh2j
− 24
∑
j,k
rkkrjkrij
hi
h3k
+ 36
∑
j,k
rjkrijrii
hi
hkh2j
+ 26
∑
j,k
rjjrijrik
h2i
hkh3j
− 400
∑
j,k
rijrikrjk
1
h2i
+ 12
∑
j,k,l
rljrijrlk
hi
hkh2j
+ 12
∑
j,k,l
rlirkjrjl
hi
hkh2j
− 12
∑
k,j,l
rlirlkrlj
hi
hlhjhk
+ 22
∑
j,k,l
rjkrikrjl
1
hihl
− 12
∑
j,k,l
rijrilrjk
1
hkhl
− 13
∑
j,k,l
rijrikrjl
h2i
h2jhkhl
+
37
3
∑
j,k,l
rijrikril
hi
hjhkhl
(52)
for any i.
The precise formula for equation (38) is the following
0 =Ω˜ij + θij{20rij + 4riihj
hi
−
∑
k
(rik
hj
hk
+ rjk
hi
hk
)}+ 2
∑
k 6=i
θikrjk
hj
hi
+ 24r2iirij
hj
hi
+ 24r3ij
hi
hj
− 12
∑
k
r2ikrjk
hj
hk
+ 4
∑
k
rijrikrjk
h2i
h2k
− 4
∑
k
r2ijrik
hi
hk
− 4
∑
k
riirijrik
hj
hk
− 3
∑
k
rijr
2
ik
hihj
h2k
− 4
∑
k
r2ikrij
hj
hi
+ 2
∑
k
rijrkkrik
h2ihj
h3k
− 2
∑
k
r2ijrjk
h2i
hkhj
− 2
∑
k
r2ikrjk
h2ihj
h3k
−
∑
k,l
h2ihj
hkh
2
l
rijrklrli +
∑
k,l
hihj
hkhl
rijrikrli
−
∑
k,l
rklrjlrik
hihj
h2l
−
∑
k,l
rilrklrjk
hihj
h2l
+
∑
k,l
rikrilrjk
hj
hl
+
∑
k,l
rikrklrjk
hihj
hkhl
(53)
for any i 6= j.
The precise formula for equation (40) is the following
4
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrik
1
h2i
− 2
∑
j,k
k 6=i
θikrjk
1
hihj
+ 4
∑
k
k 6=i
θikrkk
hi
h3k
=− 96r3ii
1
h2i
+ 48
∑
j
r3ij
1
hihj
+ 44
∑
k
r2iirik
1
hihk
+ 12
∑
k
r2ikrii
1
h2k
− 8
∑
k
riirkkrik
hi
h3k
+ 20
∑
k
r2ikrii
1
h2i
+ 28
∑
k
r3ik
hi
h3k
− 12
∑
j,k
rijrikrjk
1
h2k
− 10
∑
j,k
r2ijrik
1
hihk
− 18
∑
j,k
r2ijrjk
1
hjhk
− 8
∑
j,k
riirijrik
1
hjhk
− 7
∑
j,k
rijr
2
ik
hi
h2khj
+ 4
∑
j,k
riirjkrij
hi
hkh2j
26
+ 2
∑
j,k
rikrkkrij
h2i
h3khj
+ 4
∑
j,k
rikrijrkj
h2i
h2kh
2
j
− 4
∑
j,k
r2ikrjk
h2i
h3khj
+ 2
∑
j,k,l
rijrikrjl
1
hkhl
− 2
∑
j,k,l
rikrjkrjl
hi
hlh2k
− 2
∑
j,k,l
rjkrklrij
hi
h2khl
+ 2
∑
j,k,l
rijrjkrjl
hi
hjhkhl
+
∑
j,k,l
rijrilrik
hi
hkhjhl
−
∑
j,k,l
rilrjkrij
h2i
hkh2jhl
(54)
for any i.
C The genus-2 generating function
In [L07], the first author of this paper proved a formula for the generating function F2
for genus-2 Gromov-Witten invariants of compact symplectic manifolds with semisimple
quantum cohomology. Since the proof of this formula only used universal equations which
were derived from splitting principle and relations in tautological rings of moduli spaces
of curves, this formula also holds for semisimple cohomological field theory. Since this
formula is needed in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we include this formula here for readers’
convenience.
5760F2
=− 5
∑
i
1
g2i
< τ 3−(S), Ei >+
∑
i
∑
j
j 6=i
5Ωij(
1
gj
√
gi
gj
− 1√
gigj
)
+
∑
i
1
gi
< τ 2−(S), Ei > {24rii
1
gi
+
∑
j
(5rij
1
gj
√
gi
gj
+ 144rijvij
1
gi
)}
+
∑
i
∑
j
j 6=i
θij{−24rii 1
gi
√
gj
gi
+ 200rij
1
gj
+
∑
k
[rikvik(120
1√
gigj
− 144 1
gi
√
gj
gi
) + rjkvik(85
1
gi
+ 45
1
gj
)]}
− 576
∑
i
r3ii
1
gi
− 576
∑
i
1
gi
{
∑
j
rijvij}
3
+
∑
i,j
{480r3ij
1√
gigj
− 23riir2ij
1
gi
− 1728r2iirijvij
1
gi
}
+
∑
i,j,k
{−24riirikrjk 1
gi
√
gj
gi
+ 115rijrikrjk
1
gi
+ 1452r2ikrijvij
1
gi
− 1728riirijvijrikvik 1
gi
}
+
∑
i,j,k,l
{120rikrjkrilvil 1√
gigj
− 144 rijrilrjkvjk 1
gj
√
gl
gj
− 40 rikrjkrilvjl 1
gi
+ 720 rijrikvikrjlvjl
1√
gigj
}.
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D Formulas of genus-1 3-point functions
Explicit formulas for genus-1 3-point functions were used in the proof of Lemma 2.4 and
Lemma 2.6. Such formulas can be obtained using equations (9), (10) and (11).
For distinct i, j, k, the genus-1 3-point function φijk has the following form:
12φijk =− 24rikrjkhj
hi
φi − 24rikrjk hi
hj
φj − 24rijrikhk
hj
φj − 24rijrjkhk
hi
φi − 24rikrij hj
hk
φk
− 24rijrjk hi
hk
φk − 24rikrjk hj
hk
hi
hk
φk − 24rijrjkhk
hj
hi
hj
φj − 24rikrjihk
hi
hj
hi
φi
− 24rij hi
hj
φjk − 24rik hi
hk
φjk − 24rij hj
hi
φik − 24rjk hj
hk
φik − 24rikhk
hi
φij − 24rjkhk
hj
φij
− θikrjkhj
hi
− θkirij hj
hk
− θjkrik hi
hj
− θkjrij hi
hk
− θijrjkhk
hi
− θjirikhk
hj
+ 6r2ijrik
hk
hi
+ 6r2ijrjk
hk
hj
+ 6r2ikrij
hj
hi
+ 6r2jkrij
hi
hj
+ 6r2ikrjk
hj
hk
+ 6r2jkrik
hi
hk
+ 12rijrikrjk
+
∑
l
{rilrjkrklhihj
h2l
+ rikrjlrkl
hihj
h2l
+ rikrilrjl
hjhk
h2l
+ rijrilrkl
hjhk
h2l
+ rijrjlrkl
hihk
h2l
+ rilrjkrjl
hihk
h2l
− rilrjlrklhihjhk
h3l
− rikrjkrkl hihj
hkhl
− rijrikrilhjhk
hihl
− rijrjkrjlhihk
hjhl
− rijrjkrklhi
hl
− rikrjkrjlhi
hl
− rikrjkrilhj
hl
− rijrikrklhj
hl
− rijrilrjkhk
hl
− rijrikrjlhk
hl
}. (55)
For i 6= j, the genus-1 3-point function φiij has the form
24φiij =Ω˜ij + θij{24rij + 4riihj
hi
−
∑
k
(rik
hj
hk
+ rjk
hi
hk
)}
+ θji(4rij
h2i
h2j
) +
∑
k 6=i
θikrjk
hj
hi
+
∑
k 6=i
θki{3rij hjhk
h2i
− rij hj
hk
− rjkhihj
h2k
}
− 24r2iirij
hj
hi
− 24r3ij
hi
hj
+
∑
k
{21rijr2ik
hj
hi
− 2r2ikrjk
h2ihj
h3k
+ 4riirijrik
hj
hk
+ 2rjkr
2
ij
h2i
hjhk
}
−
∑
k,l
(rikrjlrkl
hihj
h2l
+ rijrikrkl
hj
hl
)
+ 96riirij
hj
hi
φi − 24θij(φihj
hi
+ φj
hi
hj
) + 48r2ij
h2i
h2j
φj − 24
∑
k
rijrik
hj
hk
φk
28
+ 24
∑
k
rik
hi
hk
φjk + 3rij
hj
h3i
< τ 2−(S), Ei > . (56)
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